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Whenever anyone thinks about the culture of Kentucky they immediately think of bourbon, 
basketball, fried chicken, and horse racing.[1] However, in September of 2020, in Family Trust 
Foundation v. Kentucky Horse Racing Commission, the Kentucky Supreme Court made a ruling which 
some called “wrong” and “irresponsible,” warning it would “deal a death blow to Kentucky’s horse 
industry if not remedied.”[2]
Compared to its neighboring states, Kentucky has relatively strict anti-gambling laws.[3] While 
Kentucky allows charitable gaming, state lotteries, and pari-mutuel betting, it prohibits sports 
betting and commercial casinos.[4] In order to scratch the gambling itch of Kentuckians, parties 
have tried to find the edges of legality between true pari-mutuel betting and commercial casinos.[5] 
Horse tracks and “racinos” have found particular success in locating this line between permitted and 
prohibited when they introduced Historical Horse Racing (“HHR”), or Instant Racing, more than a 
decade ago.[6] Ever eager to delineate the differences between HHR and traditional slot machines, 
proponents of HHR assert that “it is 100 percent horse racing, but it’s packaged in a way to appeal 
to a new customer base.”[7] 
However, in Family Trust v. KHRC, the Kentucky Supreme Court did not share the same sentiment.
[8] The Court believed that the two essential elements of pari-mutuel wagering were that “patrons 
were wagering amongst themselves and not against the association” and “amounts wagered are placed 
in one or more designated wagering pools.”[9] The Court went on to hold that “without providing 
simultaneous access to one historical horse race to the same group of patrons, no pari-mutuel pool 
can be created among the patrons in which they are wagering among themselves, setting the odds 
and the payout.”[10] In other words, because single patrons were “wagering on randomly generated 
historical horse races” and the odds were established by the “off odds” as set at the time the horses 
left the starting gate, the communal wagering requirement of pari-mutuel wagering was not met.[11]
The horse industry was understandably panicked by this ruling as Kentuckians wagered $2 billion 
on HHR in the last fiscal year.[12] Following the decision, there were reports of three tracks that 
would close immediately if relief from the legislature was not received.[13] As a result Governor 
Andy Beshear signed the bipartisan SB 120 on February 22, 2021, redefining pari-mutuel betting to 
protect HHR gaming.[14] However, the fight for HHR is far from over as this bill was not without 
its opponents.[15] The former plaintiff, The Family Foundation, has vowed to continue fighting 
against a bill which it has called “an unconstitutional millionaire’s stimulus bill.”[16] Furthermore, 
The Family Foundation is not only calling for the closure of historical racing venues but also to go a 
step further and to refund “the money that they have unlawfully and illegally taken from their 
patrons.”[17]
The gambling debate in Kentucky has three main groups: those who want tighten Kentucky’s 
gambling restrictions, those who believe the restrictions are in the correct place with HHR, and 
those who want to loosen gambling restrictions. A number of Kentuckians who support gambling in 
Kentucky see SB 120 as a frustrating hypocrisy in the face of the continued rebuke of their efforts to 
loosen restrictions.[18] Gambling advocates do make a good point in that if Kentucky does not 
allow more traditional forms of gambling then Kentuckians will simply take their wagers to one of 
West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, or even off shores through online 
betting.[19] Seeing this potential revenue flow out of Kentucky’s borders for years has pushed 
multiple Kentucky lawmakers to fight for legalized gambling for multiple years now,[20] but many 
of these efforts have been pushed to the side in dealing with the pandemic and the protection of 
HHR.[21] Regardless of the moral quandaries of legalizing gambling, it is hard to dispute that 
legalization will help bolster both the state budget and the popularity of Kentucky’s iconic race 
tracks.[22]
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